In this note we make a field-theoretical derivation of a series of new recursion relations by a one-parameter deformation of kinematic variables for tree and one-loop amplitudes of bi-adjoint φ 3 theory. Tree amplitudes are given by canonical forms/functions of associahedra realized in kinematic space by Arkani-Hamed, Bai, He and Yan (ABHY); the construction has been extended to generalized associahedra, where type B/C polytopes compute tadpole diagrams and type D polytopes compute one-loop planar φ 3 amplitudes. The new recursions are natural generalizations of the formula we found in [1] , and are shown to work for all "C-independent" ABHY polytopes. Geometrically, the formula indicates triangulation of the generalized associahedron by projecting the whole polytope onto its boundary determined by the deformation. When projecting onto one facet, our recursion gives e.g. "soft-limit triangulation" and "forward-limit triangulation" for tree and one-loop level. But we also find a lot of new formulae from our recursion relation, by projecting onto lower dimensional facets.
Introduction
Recent years, certain physical theories and their amplitudes are found to be in deep connection with a new mathematical subject called positive geometry and its canonical form/function [2] . In this picture, amplitudes of N = 4 SYM theory can be computed from the canonical forms of certain positive geometries which are called amplituhedra [3, 4] , and each term of the famous BCFW recursion formula [5, 6] is related to a cell in "triangulation" of such a geometrical object [7, 8] , turning the computation of N = 4 SYM theory amplitudes into a purely mathematical problem. In [9] , it was discovered that n-point planar tree-level bi-adjoint φ 3 theory [10] can also be tied to a geometrical object called associahedron (denoted as A n−3 ) [11, 12] . Compared with amplituhedra for N = 4 SYM theory, associahedra have much simpler structure: they are polytopes living in kinematic space, defined in positive region of planar variables X ij = s i,i+1,··· ,j−1 ≥ 0 with linear constraints called ABHY conditions [9] . Each facet of such a polytope corresponds to a physical pole of the amplitude, and each vertex an n-point cubic Feymann diagram. In this geometrical viewpoint, tree level planar φ 3 scattering forms, which arise naturally from worldsheet by scattering equation [13, 14] , turn out to be the canonical forms of the new mathematical objects. Furthermore, ABHY associahedron also tightly links to several physical and mathematical topics and gives us many novel ideas over them, for instance moduli space of string worldsheet and type A cluster and so on [9, 15] .
Most recently, idea of ABHY formalism has been extended to a wider range of combinatorial objects with physical background, for example all finite type cluster polytopes [16] , and made success in finding amplituhedron for one-loop level bi-adjoint φ 3 theory [17] . Denoted asD n , its canonical function gives the integrand of one-loop φ 3 amplitude. Combinatorially, such an object is interpreted as "half of type D n cluster polytope". Similar to construction of type A associahedron,D n lives in kinematic space as well and its ABHY realization can be read out directly from mesh diagram [17] . Furthermore, other kinds of finite type associahedra, i.e. type B/C cluster polytopes (known as cyclohedra), are also found to be the amplituhedron for all tadpole diagrams after a similar ABHY realization [17] , which is denoted as B n−1 in this note. Together with ABHY polytopes A andD, they are usually called "generalized ABHY associahedra", which are recently related to topics like generalized string amplitudes and their moduli spaces [18, 19] , stringy integrals [20] , etc..
The underlying φ 3 amplituhedron is also a powerful tool in computing amplitude of φ 3 theory. According to property in positive geometry theory, we can always divide the whole polytope into several pieces, sum of whose canonical functions giving the final answer as canonical functions are geometrically additive. It is first studied in [9] for associahedron A n−3 geometrically that one can triangulate the associahedron by connecting one vertex with all other vertices and do the canonical function/tree level φ 3 amplitude computation. As facets of associahedra A n−3 are always products of lower points ones, such a triangulation can be done recursively until the whole associahedron is divided into sum of simplices (called the full triangulation). In [1] we found a "BCFW"-like recursive formula for full triangulation. After recursion of n − 3 steps, tree level φ 3 amplitude was represented as a sum of canonical functions of simplices, in analogy with the all-multiplicity solution of the BCFW recursion for N = 4 SYM theory [21] . Besides dividing the associahedron into simplices, other kinds of triangulations were also discovered recently. In [17] , a kind of new triangulations for generalized associahedra was introduced, called "soft-limit triangulation" for tree level and "forward-limit triangulation" for loop-level. Derived from a projection of amplituhedron onto a particular facet, it divides the polytope into several prisms, whose canonical functions are computed by canonical functions of their bottoms multiplying the heights. The procedures can be done recursively likewise, inducing a new geometrical recursion which is much more efficient than the recursion from triangulating the polytope into simplices (figure 1). These triangulations and their generalization, i.e. triangulations derived from projections, will be called "projective triangulation" in this note.
A natural question therefore arises that can we make a field-theoretical derivation of this recursive formula like the one we found in [1] , whose geometrical interpretation is projective triangulation? Moreover, due to the fact that the triangulation from one vertex is equivalent to projecting the polytope onto that vertex and dividing the associahedron, if we can find any relations between these two kinds of recursion formulae? Besides, are there any new recursive expressions for φ 3 amplitudes and canonical functions of generalized ABHY associahedra? This note is written to give the answers. We will derive a series of new formulae for generalized ABHY associahedra (or more generally, for "C-independent" ABHY polytopes) which are natural generalizations of our old recursion relation in [1] . Similar to the recursion before, the new relations are based on deformation {X Ai → zX Ai } i=1,··· ,k for arbitrary many (no more than dimension of the polytope) planar variables this time. An analog of the function we consider in [1] , which is also constructed from the canonical function of the polytope, will be studied. It will be proven that this function, as meromorphic function of the parameter z, never have pole at z = ∞. As a result, the amplitude/integrand, as residue at z = 1 of the function, can always be represented as a sum of residues at finite poles z i s by Cauchy theorem, which can be computed from canonical functions of the facets. Finally, the computation leads to new recursion relations of amplitudes due to factorization property of amplitudes. Especially in the two special cases that k =(dimension of the polytope) (also the maximally many variables we can rescale) and k = 1, we will see that the formula will be coincident with the two recursions relation derived geometrically: triangulating the polytope by simplices and by prisms. Also, the first case, when only considering the tree level amplituhedra A n−3 , is identical to the formula we derived in [1] . Furthermore, the geometrical meaning of these recursions will be discussed in this note. We will give a proof, based on a formula presented in appendix of [17] , and examples in tree level to illustrate the fact that when k = 1 our new formula indeed indicates a projective triangulation for generalized associahedra. These formulae are the least complex ones throughout all the recursions, as they introduce least many residue terms. Moreover, situation of more than one (and less than dimension of the amplituhedron many) variables rescaled will also be discussed. Based on such a deformation, our derivation leads to a series of new recursion relations that are previously unknown, whose geometrical meaning is to project the polytope onto the lower dimensional facet determined by deformed variables. As a triangulation, we will see that these new recursions have amazing structure: it divides the whole polytope into positive geometries with curvy facets. Finally, we will also discuss cases of loop level. One-loop amplituhedronD n for φ 3 theory, comparing to tree level A n−3 , have some significant features and differences, which will introduce new complexity for recursive computation. We also give more examples of one-loop integrand rewritten by different recursion relations. We will see that it is natural to derive the particular expressions from this formalism that loop integrands can be represented by purely tree amplitudes, which are called forward limits studied in [17] from geometrical point of view. Also we can compute the integrands from tree amplitudes and sum of tadpole diagrams, after a different recursion based on new deformation and basis chosen.
The note is organized as following: the derivation of the formulae and some discussions over it are presented in section 2, containing the proof of the deformation introducing no pole at infinity. In section 3, we will discuss geometrical meaning of our formulae. Some specific examples will be offered to illustrate that the formulae indeed leads to triangulations from projections. Finally, in section 4 we will extend our discussion to loop level. We end the note with some discussions of the unsolved topics and some explicit results of computation examples mentioned throughout the note.
Review and notations
Let's firstly give a brief review of the tree level and 1-loop amplituhedron of φ 3 theory, i.e., generalized associahedra A n−3 (for n-point) andD n (for n-point) [17] . Throughout this note, we will describe these two polytopes purely from ABHY formalism, avoiding any cluster algebraic languages. As ABHY polytopes, they are both positive geometries defined by the planar variables X A in kinematic space. We will use Ω arb n to denote the canonical form of an arbitrary n-point amplituhedron (may be of tree or 1-loop level), and correspondingly A arb n for canonical function. Firstly let's recall A n−3 . We need a positive region:
which is an n(n − 3)/2-dim space. Here X i,j are defined by the extended Mandelstam variables X i,j = s i,i+1,··· ,j−1 := (p i + · · · + p j−1 ) 2 . A n−3 is then the intersection of this region ∆ n with (n−2)(n−3)/2 hyperplanes.
Therefore, at most n − 3 of the planar variables are linearly independent and we can choose a proper basis (usually denoted as {X ia,ja } a=1,··· ,n−3 below) to represent all the X i,j by solving the conditions (1.2). Especially, when we choose basis {X 1,i } i=3,··· ,n , a general solution of the planar variables can be found in the appendix of [17] :
As an ABHY polytope, its canonical function can be directly written down from the vertices [9] . Throughout the note, we will denote the canonical function,i.e. n−point tree level amplitude as A tree n (X, C) or A tree 1,2,··· ,n , where "X" stands for the basis variables and "C" those positive constants. As mentioned in introduction, a natural way to compute function A tree 1,2,··· ,n is triangulating the associahedron and adding canonical function of each part together. In [1] we discovered a "BCFW -like" recursion relation, which is in fact a full triangulation of the associahedron in geometrical point of view:
It was derived from a rescaling X ia,ja → zX ia,ja for all the basis variables. In this note we will have a more general discussion over such kind of recursions, applying these recursion relations both to tree and 1−loop level cases.
To recall theD n , we should review generalized ABHY associahedron D n at first. In ABHY formalism, all the n 2 facets of D n can be sorted as: n(n−3) 2 X i,j and n(n−3)
, and cut facets n X i and n X i . The polytope is defined as the intersection of the positive region {X ≥ 0} with the n(n − 1) constraints [17] :
which then becomes an n−dim polytope. Combinatorially, however, the number of the vertices is not equal to the number of 1−loop Feymann diagrams: all the cut facets are doubled, so we need to subtract half of them [17] . Introduce two new variables X + = X 1 + X 1 and X − = X 1 − X 1 (in fact we also have X − = X i − X i by this definition). The facet X − then divides the D n polytope into two identical parts, each of which is what we called the generalized associahedronD n (facets {X − , X i , X i,i+2 , X i,j , X j,i }). This polytope, whose vertices one-to-one correspond to the 1−loop diagrams, is then regarded as the 1−loop amplituhedron of the φ 3 theory.
Following from the conditions (1.5) and the definition of X ± , we can then represent the facets ofD n polytope by the basis {X + , X − , X 1,i } i=2,3,··· ,n−1 ,which is called the tadpole basis (appendix of [17] ):
where c A,B,C,D are sums of constants C ij . Finally, for readers easier to refer, we here briefly list the facet structure ofD n . Physically they stand for the factorization properties of the integrand of 1-loop amplitude. The cut facets X i = 0 are associahedra A n+2 , which physically mean forward limits of the loop amplitude:
When X i,i+1 → 0, the polytope factorizes into a direct product A n ×D 2 . For arbitrary X i,j → 0 (i < j − 1) (or X j,i → 0 (j > i + 1)), polytope factorizes as A i,i+1,··· ,j ×D 1,2,··· ,i,j,··· ,n (or A 1,2,··· ,i,j,··· ,n × D i,i+1,··· ,j ). Lastly, facet X − = 0 is a B n−1 polytope, which means that we have a tadpole limit:
where A tadpole n (1, 2, · · · , n) denotes the sum of all one-loop level tadpole diagrams. All these properties play a crucial role in our new recursions below.
2 Recursion relation for φ 3 amplitude from projection
Derivation of the recursions
As a natural generalization of the recursion (1.4), let's consider a general rescaling
for n−point arbitrary amplitude/integrand (briefly amplitude below) A arb n (zX, C) which comes to be a meromorphic function of z. Here X Ai are some linearly independent planar variables, or facets forming a generalized ABHY associahedron, and 1 ≤ k ≤(dimension of the polytope). Without loss of generality, we can just choose these variables as part of the basis {X Ai } i=1,··· ,n . Note that we need not require whether these deformed variables are compatible. Similar to the recursion in [1] , in this case we consider the integral:
Original amplitude is given by the residue at z = 1. By Cauchy theorem, the amplitude is written as:
As we put a z k on the numerator, following from the discussion in [1] similarly, the function z k z−1 A arb n (zX, C) won't have pole at 0.
It seems that the behavior of the function at infinity now is more complicated to illustrate after a more general deformation. Fortunately, such a function always behaves well even after an arbitrary rescaling. In fact we have a property: For rescaling of the variables:
,··· ,n can be arbitrary basis chosen when solving the ABHY conditions of generalized ABHY associahedra (or more generally, arbitrary polytope that can be constructed by ABHY formal-
is the canonical function of the polytope, has no pole at infinity. This property will be proved in the later part of this section.
Armed with such a property, we can therefore only take the residue of the function at each finite pole z i into account. After all the other planar variables are represented by variables in chosen basis {X Ai } i=1,··· ,n , these z i are solutions of equationsX Bi (z) = 0 for planar variable X Bi s that linearly depend on rescaled basis variables X Ai . We generally have a representation of X Bi as:
where λ i,j are real numbers, c Bi and X i are linear combinations of constants Cs and undeformed variables {X Aj } j=k+1,··· ,n in basis. Supposing at each physical pole the amplitude factorizes as:
the residue then reads:
Following the formula (2.5), we finally arrive at the result:
where B i runs over the planar variables shifted by the rescaling (2.1). It can be seen that (2.8) is a generalization of the recursion (1.4) we found before. When considering tree level amplitude with k = n − 3, (2.8) and (1.4) are coincident. (Note that for n-point tree amplitude, its amplituhedron A n−3 is an n − 3 dimensional polytope. So that k = n − 3 is also the maximal number of planar variables we can rescale in our formualism.) At this point, for an n-dim generalized associahedron as amplituhedron and k = n i.e. deforming all the (maximally many) planar variables in the basis like what we did to derived (1.4), the recursive relation (2.8) reads:
Here X Bi runs over all the planar variables except the variables X Ai in basis. And formula (2.9) can be viewed as a direct generalization of our old formula (1.4) by simply applying (1.4) to generalized associahedra. Differences among new formulae and original (1.4) are that now in (2.8) and (2.9) A limit can be a product of tree, loop level amplitudes/integrands or even sum of tadpole diagrams, depending on the property of the amplituhedron we take into account, and in (2.8) k on the numerators of each term is variable, determined by the number of the planar variables we rescale.
Besides, there is also a particular and interesting case when we consider a one-variable rescaling:
Here k = 1, and we can go on simplifying (2.8) .
giving the final result:
In section 3 we will see that this formula indicates a projective triangulation of generalized associahedron.
Last thing we should mention in this section is that physical poles X Bi we need to consider in a computation, even when rescaled X Ai s are determined, will depend on the other undeformed variables in basis {X Ai } i=k+1,··· ,n we choose. A simple example is the 1−loop amplituhedron: When choosing tadpole variables {X + , X − , X 1,j }, according to the result (1.6), variables X i,j don't depend on the loop variables X i . However, if we change the basis to {X 1 , X − , X 1,j } they do. It can be comprehended easily in a geometrical point of view. After a specific group of basis variables are chosen, we in fact suppose that they are vertical to each other geometrically. Angles formed by facets therefore depend on such a selection of basis, so do the image of the facets after projection. We should thus firstly make it clear that which group of basis variables have we chosen before using (2.8) to compute amplitude. In the absence of special instruction, we will always choose {X 1,i } i=3,··· ,n in tree level case and tadpole variables {X + , X − , X 1,j } j=1,··· ,n−1 in 1−loop case as basis variables to represent the others.
Proof of no pole at infinity
In the end of this section, we present the postponed proof of the property: For arbitrary polytope constructed from ABHY conditions, deformation (2.1) introduces no pole at infinity for function z k z−1 A arb n (zX, C). So that our formulae can be applied to arbitrary ABHY polytopes 2 . This proof is divided into two steps: In the first step we prove a condition called soft condition as a lemma, which is a crucial property with which will the residue at infinity vanishes. Then in the second part, the main property is shown. As has been noted in the footnote above, whenever we mention "arbitrary ABHY polytope" in this section, we always assume it is "C-independent".
Proof of the soft condition To begin with, we should illustrate the meaning of the soft condition. An arbitrary ABHY polytope always satisfy the condition:
To prove this condition, suppose we are now taking into account an ABHY polytope defined as the positive region {X Ai ≥ 0} i=1,··· ,n constrained by k ABHY conditions:
where f a (X) are k linear functions of these planar variables. Note that we need only consider the situation that these conditions are linearly independent, or we can just delete the redundant ones to make it back to the independent case. These ABHY conditions together with the positive region then form an n − k-dim polytope. Solving these conditions we can represent every planar variables by the variables as basis, without loss of generality, {X Ai } i=1,··· ,n−k :
for i = n − k + 1, · · · , n, j = 1, 2, · · · , n − k and l = 1, · · · , k. After taking the limit C Aj → 0, g Ai become only linear functions of variables {X Ai } i=1,··· ,n−k . Now think of the coordinate of arbitrary vertex X Ai 1 X Ai 2 · · · X A in−k under such a solution and the limit C Ai → 0. We should solve the linear equations:
If the condition (2.13) is not satisfied by this ABHY polytope, as a result, there must be at least a group of linear equations (2.16) has non-zero solutions. It contradicts the fact that, to form a vertex, every group of linear equations (2.16) must also be of full rank. We can also illustrate limit (2.13) in geometrical language. In a geometrical viewpoint, those constants C Ai control the "size" of the ABHY polytope. So when the limit C Ai → 0 is taken, geometrically it means that the polytope shrinks to the origin, whose canonical function will of course becomes 0.
Proof of no pole at infinity Now we turn to the main property. Suppose we rescale basis variables
for an arbitrary ABHY polytope A , whose canonical function is A n (X, C). We know that A n must have the form
Here n X in each term are those facets that share the vertex (Without loss of generality, suppose there are n Xs in one denominator). To check the behavior of function z k z−1 A n (zX, C) at infinity, we need only consider those terms that are of O( 1 z k ) when z → ∞, i.e., n − k Xs (denoted as X vj below) in their denominators are vertical to all those basis we rescale. They are unshifted after the deformation. As these X vj should also be linearly independent to each other, there won't be any terms of O( 1 z k−1 ) or less. (As A is an n−dim polytope, there cannot be more than n − k planar variables that are linearly independent meanwhile vertical to deformed variables.)
Now for the terms considered, we can group them by these X vj : terms having the same n − k X vj s will be putted into the same group. Then each group of terms adds up to make a contribution:
to the whole canonical function, and only the part in the brackets is affected by the rescaling. In fact, sum in the bracket above is just the canonical function of the factorizd ABHY polytope when all these X vj → 0, i.e. the canonical function of the intersection of all these facets X vj , which we denote as A k (X, C) here. Thus when z → ∞, lim z→∞ A k (X, C) ∼ 1 z k A(X, 0), and this part will go to 0 by the soft limit: lim
This property is held for every ABHY polytope, which is shown in the first part of the proof. Thus
The whole residue of function z k z−1 A n (zX, C) at infinity thus vanishes, which was to shown.
After finishing the proof, now let's turn to some explicit examples to illustrate the recursion.
Recursions in a geometrical viewpoint
In this section, we will turn to the geometrical meanings of the relations (2.8) and (2.12) . In first part of this section, we will show the geometrical interpretation of formula (2.12), which can be proved generally. We will also use an explicit case, the tree level amplituhedron A n−3 , to illustrate such a property. In the later part of this section, deformation (2.1) lying in the middle case i.e. 1 < k <(dimension of the polytope) will also be taken into consideration, which will be illustrated by a specific example: n = 6 tree level amplitude and its amplituhedron A 3 . As we have mentioned, these recursions (2.8) are totally new and will give us many unknown recursion relations for tree amplitudes and 1−loop level integrands. Geometrically we will see that these formulae have a quite similar geometrical meaning as (2.12): triangulating the amplituhedra by projection onto its boundary determined by intersection of all deformed variables. Before turning to the new ones, we should give a discussion over geometrical interpretation for expression (2.9):
very quickly. As we have mentioned in section 2.1, this formula is a generalization of the old recursion relation (1.4) if we consider generalized associahedron of n-dimension based on also maximal many variables rescaled. Geometrically speaking, It indicates a triangluation of generalized associahedra from one vertex, as we discussed in detail in our previous paper [1] for tree level case, and the discussion there can be extended to generalized associahedra without difficulties. After n-step of recursive computation, we can solve the recursion relation and express amplitude/integrand into a sum of "R-invariant" like functions, which are geometrically canonical functions of simplices produced by a full triangulation of the amplituhedra.
However, an apparent observation is that the fewer variables we rescale, the fewer physical poles come out, and thus fewer residues we need to compute during each step of the recursion. Therefore, it can be inferred that (2.9) is the most complex formula throughout all kinds of recursions (2.8) as we rescale maximally many variables. The formula (2.12), on the other hand, should be the simplest. Now let's turn to discussions over it.
Recursion from one variable rescaled
Although the geometrical interpretation of (2.8) is still unclear, we are now able to illustrate (2.12) in geometrical language. In fact, doing a recursive computation (2.12) is equivalent to the "projective triangulation": Firstly project the whole ABHY polytope onto the hyperplane determined by function X A = 0. divide the polytope into several pieces of prisms formed by shifted variables and their image as the top and the bottom. Terms on the RHS of (2.12) are just the canonical functions of these prisms. After a direct addition, we get the final result A arb n . To prove this property, it should at first be mentioned that, evaluating function A n (zX, C) at each z i determined by the solution of X Bi (z i ) = 0 is equivalent to make a substitution in original factorized amplitude A limit Bi (X, C) as:
for each X Bi ∝ λ i X A term, which can be checked directly by computation. In appendix of [17] , a formula for the canonical function of prism P with Upper and Bottom facets has been presented as:
where Z is an arbitrary reference point, Y = (1, X 1,3 , · · · , X 1,n ) in our situation and W s are dual vectors of P's upper and bottom facets. Comparing to this result, replacement (3.1) in fact leads to a choice of reference point Z = (0, 1 λi , 0, · · · , 0). After identifying Y · W U and Y · W B in each term with X Bi and X A respectively and applying Z, one can figure out absolutely same results from terms in (2.12) and equation (3.2), which proves the property. In the following, when considering a one-variable-rescaling, we will always use the language: doing a substitution (3.1) in each factorized amplitude A limit (X, C), instead of evaluating each term of (2.12) at z a , to avoid introducing an extra variable z. Now, as a concrete example, let's consider a one-variable-rescaling for A n−3 :
By the relations (1.3), only variables X 2,i ∝ −X 1,3 will be shifted. Following the discussion in the last section, we can directly write down the recursion relation as: Here A limit in (2.12) reads a factorization of tree amplitude. Hats on factorized amplitudes mean that before sum over a, we need to make the replacement (3.1). In this case, we should substitute all the X 2,i in the factorized amplitudes to X 2,i − X 2,a in the ath term. This result is identical to the "soft-limit triangulation" formula of the associahedron, which was discussed in [17] . As a projective triangulation, it has a specific feature that it is always an "inside triangulation", i.e. all the prisms formed by the projection are inside the associahedron A n−3 . This property can be read from ABHY realization of polytope A: All the planar variables compatible to X 1,3 are those variables without index 2, which are also linearly independent of X 1,3 according to the solutions (1.3). As a result, all the planar variables compatible to X 1,3 are also vertical to it, making the shadows of facets X 2,a after projection always inside X 1,3 , therefore forming an "inside triangulation" of associahedron. Physically, as also discussed in [17] geometrically, this rescaling is similar to the "soft" limit: All the unshifted planar variables are those X ij s whose indices i, j = 2, which is like to "forget" the vertex 2 of the n−gon the associahedron A n constructed from. These variables can then be viewed as planar variables of facet X 1,3 as factorized ABHY associahedron and form a associahedron of n − 1 points. And we need only to consider the residues at poles apart from these, which are X 2,a s. So that, we also call such a limit "forgotten limit". Besides, equation (2.12) now allows us to consider a more widely group of such projection recursions, i.e. projecting the associahedron onto arbitrary facet X 1,j . Generally, after X 1,j being rescaled, variables:
X a,j , a = 2, · · · , j − 2 & X j−1,a a = j + 1, · · · , n will be shifted. So in A cases, number of terms on the RHS of the sum (2.12) is independent of which base we rescale, always n − 3, and a similar computation gives us the result: 
5)
Certainly every amplitudes with hat are under replacement (3.1) respectively. As a simplest and explicit example, let's briefly discuss a 5−point situation. Firstly, consider the simplest case: {X 13 , X 14 } as basis with only X 13 rescaled. It means to project the pentagon onto the edge X 13 . With the analysis above we can immediately write down the answer now:
It is very easy for readers to check the answer is correct. The two terms stand for the canonical functions of the two 2−dim prisms in the graph (figure 2 (a)). As for rescaling X 1,4 → zX 1,4 , poles at X 2,4 and X 3,5 need to be considered now. We can also directly write down the answer:
The first term in the result, as a product of two canonical functions of segments, is the canonical function of the rectangle form by X 1,3 and X 3,5 as its edges. This is also the prism formed by projecting the facet X 3,5 onto line X 1,4 . While the second term, appearing to be a 3−term sum after the brackets expanded, is the canonical function of the triangle outside the associahedron with a minus sign. (3.7) then forms an "outside" triangulation of the associahedron, which is the canonical function of a rectangle with a triangle subtracted ( figure 2 (b) ). In all n − 3 X ia,ja rescaled situation, such a triangulation will only appear when the basic point we choose is outside the associahedron, i.e. the rescaled n − 3 X ia,ja are not compatible [1] . 
Recursion from arbitrary many variables rescaled
After discussion over the equation (2.12) , now let's turn to a more general case: to rescale arbitrary many X A s and using the original formula (2.8) to compute the amplitude. We will also check the geometrical interpretation of such a recursion relation, by A 3 with two variables rescaled as an example. Now choosing basis {X 1,3 , X 1,4 , X 1,5 } and rescale X 1,3 and X 1,4 to zX 1,3 and zX 14 , the sum then runs over 5 terms: X 2,4 , X 2,5 , X 2,6 , X 3,5 and X 3,6 , which are those facets that are not both vertical to X 1,3 and X 1,4 . The recursion (2.8) in this case reads:
..,j−1,I (z i,j X, C) × A tree 1,··· ,i−1,I,...,6 (z i,j X, C) (3.8) where z i evaluates at solves ofX i,j (z) = 0. This is a specific example among a series of totally new representations for tree level φ 3 amplitudes, which can be derived from the general formulae. Let's compute some terms in the sum as examples. Firstly we think of the term X 36 :
After a directly computation, this term reads:
) (3.10) where the N 36 is the numerator:
This term has five linear poles in basis X 13 , X 14 , X 15 , three of which are physical and two are spurious. It can be easily checked that the result (3.10) is in fact the canonical function of a triangular prism, which is formed by projecting the facet X 36 onto the line X 13 X 14 , i.e., the positive geometry enveloping all the vertical lines from X 36 to X 13 X 14 . All its facets are planes in kinematic space and the spurious poles are then all linear functions in chosen basis, due to the fact that all the edges of facet X 36 are either vertical or parallel to line X 13 X 14 .
Next we consider X 26 . With a totally same computation we obtain the result:
which is thus a canonical function of a positive geometry with six facets. First 5 poles in (3.12) except X 26 itself (X 46 , Y 1 , Y 2 and Y 3 , one can find the explicit results of these poles in the appendix) are also linear functions in basis {X 13 , X 14 , X 15 } and can be checked that they are planes formed by projection of four edges of facets X 26 that parallel or vertical to the target line (edge X 26 X 25 , X 26 X 24 , X 26 X 46 and X 26 X 36 ), like the situation X 36 . However, there is still a spurious pole of twice power in basis:
and will be a curvy surface inside the associahedron! This spurious pole is still the enveloping surface of all the vertical lines from the points on the edge X 26 X 35 to line X 13 X 14 , which becomes curvy due to the fact that the edge is neither parallel nor vertical to X 13 X 14 . The whole 6-facets geometry, as we expected, is also the envelope of all the vertical lines from points on the facet X 2,6 to line X 1,3 X 1,4 , but it is no longer a polytope. Two surfaces in the second figure: The blue one is the hyperplane determined by the linear function X 2,6 = 0, and the orange one the spurious pole, which is the envelope surface of all the vertical lines from points on the edge X 3,5 X 2,6 onto the line X 1,3 X 1,4 .
How can such a curvy pole appear? In fact, all the spurious poles that may appear in one term are those shiftedX C (z Bi ). So for a specific z Bi ∝ c Bi + X A , where c Bi and X A are linear combinations of constants C or undeformed variables in basis X Ai s, certain shifted variable X C ∝ z Bi X Aj ∝ X Ai X Aj , which is thus a pole of twice power in basis X Ai . Consequently, spurious poles produced by recursion (2.8) will be at most twice power in basis, as numerators of z Bi s and X C s themselves are all linear functions of basis variables X Ai .
We can then predict the geometrical interpretation of the formula (2.8) . For an n-dim generalized ABHY associahedron (can be A n ,D n or others), every terms in the sum is an "enveloping polytope" of all the vertical lines from corresponding facets to the intersection of k-rescaled boundaries {X Ai } i=1,··· ,k (not necessarily compatible, of course) . Generally the recursion forms a curvy triangulation of the polytope. Certainly the triangulation can be both "inside" or "outside", depends on whether the images of every facets after projecting are all inside or some of them outside the polytope. When k = 1, we simply project the polytope onto the unique facet we rescaled. While k = n (2.9), i.e. projecting the polytope onto a facet of codimension n, as an n-codim facet is just a vertex, geometrically the recursion therefore comes back to the special version that triangulating the polytope from one point, which is the original point intersected by n basis (in tree level case (2.9) is the known formula (1.4)).
Example at loop level
Now let's turn to a loop level discussion. As the second simplest case we can consider, geometrical properties ofD n is in fact quite different from those of A n , as can be seen in the sections below. I will firstly offer an explicit computation forD 4 , with an almost same rescaling as section 3.1. After that, several different recursive expressions of the integrand of 1-loop φ 3 theory amplitude will be written down.
An explicit computation forD 4
At very beginning of this section, to look deeply into the differences between polytopes A n andD n , let's also consider the so-called "forgotten" limit in A n case forD n , i.e. apply a one-variable-rescaling recursion X 1,3 → zX 1,3 toD n . As for every planar variables ofD n we have the solution (1.6) in tadpole variables, after such a rescaling, variables: X 3 , X 2,3 , X 3,j j = 1, 4, · · · , n, & X j,2 j = 4, · · · , n will thus be shifted. So (2.12) in this situation then reads: Each factorized canonical function on the RHS is after the corresponding substitution (3.1). Now one can see that the same rescaling leads to quite a bit different two recursions (4.1) and (3.5) in the two situations. Recall that in tree level case, all the physical poles emerge in such a rescaling will only be those planar variables that have an index 2, and all the variables left unchanged form a associahedron of lower points. When it turns to the loop level, there won't be such a convenience. Although numerically they still obey the relation: number of the shifted variables, n−3+n−3+3+1 = 2n − 2, is equal to the difference between numbers of planar variables ofD n andD n−1 which is (n 2 − n + 1) − ((n − 1) 2 − (n − 1) + 1) = 2n − 2. However, unchanged planar variables in this case no longer form aD n−1 .
This difference has a strong geometrical indication. In tree level situation, all the variables left unchanged after rescaling X 1,3 → zX 1,3 (so that also geometrically vertical to X 1,3 ) are those variables without index 2. As planar variables, they are coincident to those variables compatible with X 1,3 , which combinatorially form a lower point associahedron. So that in A case the property is made manifest. However, this property is not held at loop level, or more specifically, when we choose tadpole variables as basis forD n . For instance, the pole X 2,3 is compatible to while also linearly depends on X 1,3 . Geometrically, these two facets are thus not vertical to each other for arbitrary n when tadpole variables are chosen as basis.
As the first non-trivial and most easily example, let's explicitly compute the integrand of 1-loop 4-point amplitude from (4.1). According to the discussion above, in n = 4 situation, we need to consider residues atX 3 ,X 31 ,X 23 ,X 34 andX 42 . Recursion in this case then reads:
All the terms except the last one can be directly written down by the indices of factorized canonical functions, or be computed from a further recursion with (3.1) being done before the sum in each step of the recursion. For example the second term, which is geometrically the canonical function for a direct product of a triangle and a line, together with the height factor, reads:
Replacement X 3 → (X 3 − X 2,3 ) has been done in the third factor. On the other hand, one may encounter difficulties when writing down the forward limit amplitudes directly from indices due to the two introduced indices + and −. This barricade can be surmounted by making substitution of indices and corresponding planar variables, whose rule is putted in Appendix A. After those procedures are done, the original forward limit amplitude reads:
After the replacement
is done and height factor ( 1 X3 − 1 X1,3 ) is added, finally we arrive at the result of term Ω 3 (C.1). Explicit result of this recursion is putted in the appendix. It can be seen that this recursion leads to a much more complicated computation than the tree level case.
Projective recursions forD n
To make our computation easier, we then would like to look for a rescaling that shifts least many planar poles. Inspired by the solution (1.6), we can firstly consider the deformation:
i.e. dividing the polytope after projecting each facet of the polytope onto the tadpole facet X − . According to (1.6), only cut facets X i , which linearly depend on X − contribute to the final answer. By equation (2.12), we can directly write down a recursion, which is a sum of n terms:
Note that evaluating z at each z i is now equal to do the replacement X i → X i − X − in each factorized amplitude. Also, this result was presented in [17] derived from "forward limit triangulation". Geometrically, after a projection onto the tadpole facet, only those loop variables X i have non-trivial images, which finally contribute to the one-loop integrand. The one-loop level integrand can then be computed totally from tree level amplitudes following the factorization properties ofD n on its cut facets.
Similar to the tree level case, now a wider range of recursion relations for the integrand of amplitude can we write down. For instance, let's consider a second rescaling as:
Here we need to choose a group of new basis variables. Without loss of generality, using the variables {X + , X k , X 1,j } to represent all those X, one has:
and others unchanged. We therefore need to compute the contribution from poles at both X i s and X − . Similar procedure gives the result:
where the presence of A tadpole 1,2,··· ,n is because the fact that facet X − appears to be a B n−1 . Similar to the first case, this recursion is also an n-term sum.
At the end, we should also mention that we have a similar recursive formula for 1-loop integrand as the one for tree level (1.4) , which is the standard triangulation forD n . For instance, if we choose {X i } i=1,··· ,n as basis, i.e. triangulating the polytope from the vertex intersected by all the cut facets, the recursion (2.9) will then read:
which is also presented in [17] . Certainly it is the worst recursion, as after an n-basis rescaling it introduces most physical poles. Then the most terms we should consider ((n − 1) 2 terms). For example, in the caseD 4 , following the formula (4.6) we can write down a four terms sum: (4.10) in this situation being a 9-term sum, reads (under cyclic indices):
Discussion
In this note we generalized the recursion formula we found in [1] , which now was derived from deformation of arbitrary many planar variables {X Ai → zX Ai } in basis. After the nice fact that such a transformation will never introduce residue at infinity for the function z k z−1 A arb n (X, C), we can always rewrite tree amplitude and 1−loop level integrand for φ 3 bi-adjoint theory as a sum of residues at several finite z i s. Each one corresponds to a shifted planar variableX Bi (z) = 0. Generally speaking, the complexity of the recursive computation depends on the variable we rescaled in each step. The less variables we rescale, or the less planar variables linearly dependent on the basis variables we rescale, the less terms will be introduced in the formula. Illustrating by examples, we also discovered its geometrical meaning that doing a recursive computation by the formula is equivalent to projecting the ABHY associahedron onto some lower dimensional boundaries and triangulating the polytope. Of course, the simplest recursion relation follows from a one-variable deformation, which is a projection of the whole amplituhedron onto one of its facets. Similar to the case when variables in basis are all deformed, the recursion formula is also "BCFW" like and it can be predicted that the final result of the amplitude computed from the formula will be still a sum of products of some "R-invariant" like terms. The only difference is that now they are not canonical functions of simplices, but several "prism-like" geometries, which is a direct result of projective triangulation.
There are several remarks in the end of the note we should give. It should be emphasized again that although only cases A and D were discussed explicitly in this note, the recursive formulae can also be applied to generalized associahedra B and C as ABHY realizations for these two kinds of cluster polytopes are also straightforward [17, 18] . Moreover, canonical functions of arbitrary polytopes that can be realized by "C-independent" ABHY conditions can also be computed by the formulae we discussed, which have been proven in section 2.2. For instance, the new recursion formula can also be applied to Cayley polytopes, whose ABHY realization can be directly read from labelled trees [22] . Furthermore, the ABHY formalism was extended to tree level bi-adjoint φ p theory, whose amplituhedron are so called "Stokes polytopes" [23, 24] . It is hopeful to discover a similar recursion formula for φ p theory like basic φ 3 . However, an arbitrary ABHY polytope may not satisfy the factorization properties the finite type cluster polytopes have, whose facets are still or products of lower dimensional ones. So that usually we cannot derive a recursion relation for arbitrary polytope based on a similar deformation of the planar variables in its ABHY realizations, but only represent its canonical function by canonical functions of the facets. Also, although supported by the example, the claim that transformation of arbitrary many basis (2.1) and the corresponding recursion formula (2.8) indeed leads to a "curvy triangulation" of generalized associahedra is still a conjecture. Naively one may think that, combining several positive geometries whose facets are curvy to get a polytope and its canonical function seems like making the problem more complicated. But we have seen that the canonical function of each curvy positive geometry, which is difficult to compute directly from the definition, arises naturally in the recursion formula (2.8) . Such a interesting structure may indicate some new methods to deal with the canonical function of a positive geometry with curvy facets. And this point of view may also help us in problem of N = 4 SYM theory amplitudes and its amplituhedron. We leave this issue in future investigations.
Let's check this rule by some examples. For a four point example A f orward

4
(1, −, +, 2) (recall thatD 2 is a triangle with three facets X − , X 1 and X 2 ), planar variables are X 1,+ = X − and X −,2 = X 2 , which is trivially the two vertices of the facet X 1 . Now we move to n = 5 case, for example A f orward
5
(1, 2, −, +, 3), which is the cut facet X 2 = 0 of the polytopeD 3 . Its planar variables, by the rules above, is:
Moreover, their compatibility relations, which can be read from the facet structure ofD 3 , are also naturally satisfied by directly inheriting the relations of the variables before doing replacement. Therefore, the forward limit amplitude reads:
Furthermore, this substitution rule is even obeyed when we go on factorizing such a forward limit tree amplitude to lower point, which is also easy to check by the factorization property of A n polytopes.
Back to the A f orward tree 1,2,3,−,+,4
case, all the variables appearing here are: X 1,3 , X 1,− = X 1 , X 1,+ = X 3,1 , X 2,− = X 2 , X 2,+ = X 2,3 , X 2,4 , X 3,+ = X − , X 3,4 , X −,4 = X 4
After a familiar recursive computation of tree level amplitude (3.4), or straightforward from the vertices of A 3 , we finally arrive at the answer: In this appendix we list all the terms of 6-point tree level canonical function when rescaling X 13 X 14 .
Below Ω ij = Nij Dij , and A 6 = ij Ω ij . Note that in this section except those physical poles we expand every planar variables on the basis {X 1,i } i=3,4,5 as it helps the readers to figure out the curvy spurious poles the recursion produces.
Numerators: We list the result of A 1−loop 4 in this section. Every terms are represented by planar variables X A s. Ω 3 = (X − (X 1 (X 2 (X 3 − X 13 )(X 3 − X 23 )(X 3 − X 24 − X 31 ) − ((X 3 − X 13 )(X 3 − X 4 − X 23 ) + X 4 X 24 ) (X 3 − X 31 )(X 3 − X 34 )) + (X 3 − X 4 − X 13 )(X 3 − X 23 )X 24 (X 2 − X 3 + X 31 )(X 3 − X 34 )) +X 1 X 2 X 4 (2X 3 3 − (2X 13 + X 23 + 3X 24 + 2X 31 + X 34 )X 2 3 + (X 24 X 31 + X 23 (2X 24 + X 31 ) +(2X 24 + X 31 )X 34 + X 13 (X 23 + X 24 + 2X 31 + X 34 )) X 3 − X 24 (X 23 + X 31 )X 34 − X 13 (X 23 (X 24 + X 31 ) + X 31 X 34 ))) /(X − X 1 X 2 X 3 X 4 X 13 (X 3 − X 23 )X 24 (X 3 − X 31 )(X 3 − X 34 )) (C.1) Ω 31 = ((X 1 + X 4 )(X 3 − X 31 )(X 13 − X 31 )(X 31 − X 34 ) − (X 1 (X 3 (X 13 − X 31 ) + X 31 (X 31 − X 13 ) +X 4 (X 13 − 2X 31 + X 34 )) − X 4 (X 3 − X 31 )(X 31 − X 34 ))X 41 + X − ((X 3 − X 31 )(X 13 − X 31 )(X 31 − X 34 ) +(X 1 (X 31 − X 13 ) + (X 4 + X 13 − X 31 )(X 31 − X 34 ))X 41 )) /(X − X 1 X 4 X 13 (X 3 − X 31 )X 31 (X 31 − X 34 )X 41 ) (C.2) Ω 23 = (X − + X 2 + X 3 − X 23 ) (X 13 − X 23 + X 24 ) X − X 2 X 13 (X 3 − X 23 ) X 23 X 24 (C.3) Ω 34 = (X − + X 3 + X 4 − X 34 ) (X 13 − X 34 ) (X 24 + X 31 − X 34 ) X − X 4 X 13 X 24 X 34 (X 34 − X 3 ) (X 34 − X 31 ) (C.4) Ω 42 = ((X 2 X 4 X 24 (X 12 + X 41 ) + X − (X 2 X 12 X 24 + (X 1 X 12 + (X 4 + X 12 )X 24 )X 41 ) + X 1 (X 4 (X 12 + X 24 )X 41 +X 2 X 12 (X 24 + X 41 )))(X 13 + X 42 ))/(X − X 1 X 2 X 4 X 12 X 13 X 24 X 41 X 42 ) (C.5) the final result then reads: Ω loop
4
= Ω 3 + Ω 31 + Ω 23 + Ω 34 + Ω 42 (C.6)
